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Gender Similarities Characterize
Math Performance

Standardized tests in the U.S. indicate that girls
now score just as well as boys in math.
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Gender and variance. Another explanation
Contemporary state assessments. State
Although NCLB requires states to post test for the underrepresentation of women at the
assessments of cognitive performance provide results publicly, few states report data by gen- highest levels in STEM careers has focused not
a contemporary source of data on these ques- der and, of those that do, fewer report the nec- on averages, but on variance, the extent to
tions. Many states have conducted assessments essary statistical information to compute effect which scores of one gender or the other vary
for years, but with the advent of No Child Left sizes. Therefore, we contacted the state depart- from the mean score. The hypothesis that the
ments of education of all 50 states, requesting variability of intellectual abilities is greater
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course choice was a likely explanation for the
gender gap in complex problem-solving (8).
Today, with the gender gap erased in taking
advanced math courses, does the gender
gap remain in complex problem-solving? To
answer this question, we coded test items from
all states where tests were available, using a
four-level depth of knowledge framework (15).
Level 1 (recall) includes recall of facts and performing simple algorithms. Level 2 (skill/concept) items require students to make decisions
about how to approach a problem and typically
ask students to estimate or compare informa-
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Effect size, d

Effect sizes across grades and U.S. states. The weighted mean is 0.0065, consistent with no gender difference. Each square represents the effect size for one grade within one state. New Mexico (pea green), Kentucky
(pink), Wyoming (dark brown), Minnesota (teal), Missouri (red), West Virginia (gold), Connecticut (tan),
California (orange), Indiana (yellow), New Jersey (purple).

on p. 494 shows data for grade 11 for the state
of Minnesota. For whites, the ratios of boys:girls
scoring above the 95th percentile and 99th percentile are 1.45 and 2.06, respectively, and are
similar to predictions from theoretical models.
For Asian Americans, ratios are 1.09 and 0.91,
respectively. Even at the 99th percentile, the
gender ratio favoring males is small for whites
and is reversed for Asian Americans. If a particular specialty required mathematical skills at
the 99th percentile, and the gender ratio is 2.0,
we would expect 67% men in the occupation
and 33% women. Yet today, for example, Ph.D.
programs in engineering average only about
15% women (14).
Gender and item complexity. An additional
issue in assessing gender differences in math
performance and the underrepresentation of
women in STEM careers is the question of the
cognitive complexity or depth of knowledge
being tested. Earlier studies (6) indicated that,
although girls equaled or surpassed boys in
basic computation and understanding of mathematical concepts, boys exceeded girls in complex problem-solving beginning in the high
school years, d = + 0.29. Complex problemsolving is crucial for advanced work in STEM
careers. At the time of the 1990 meta-analysis,
girls were less likely to take advanced math and
science courses, and this gender difference in

tion. Level 3 (strategic thinking) includes complex cognitive demands that require students to
reason, plan, and use evidence. Level 4
(extended thinking) items require complex reasoning over an extended period of time and
require students to connect ideas within or
across content areas as they develop one among
alternate approaches. We computed the percentage of items at levels 3 or 4 for each state
for each grade, as an index of the extent to
which the test tapped complex problem-solving.
The results were disappointing. For most states
and most grade levels, none of the items were at
levels 3 or 4. Therefore, it was impossible to
determine whether there was a gender difference in performance at levels 3 and 4.
The dearth of level-3 or level-4 items in state
assessments has an additional serious consequence. With the increased emphasis on testing
associated with NCLB, more teachers are gearing their instruction to the test (16). If the tests
do not assess the sorts of reasoning that are crucial to careers in STEM disciplines, then these
skills may be neglected in instruction, putting
American students at a disadvantage relative to
those in other countries where tests and curricula emphasize more challenging content (17).
To address this limitation in the state assessments, we returned to the NAEP data (18).
NAEP categorizes items as easy, medium, or
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hard. We coded hard sample items for depth of
knowledge. No items were at level 4 but many
were at level 3. We computed the magnitude of
gender differences on the hard items that were
at level 3 depth of knowledge. At grade 12,
effect sizes for these items ranged between 0
and 0.15 (average d = 0.07). At grade 8, effect
sizes for these items ranged between 0 and 0.08
(average d = 0.05). Thus, even for difficult
items requiring substantial depth of knowledge, gender differences were still quite small.
Conclusion. Our analysis shows that, for
grades 2 to 11, the general population no longer
shows a gender difference in math skills, consistent with the gender similarities hypothesis
(19). There is evidence of slightly greater male
variability in scores, although the causes
remain unexplained. Gender differences in
math performance, even among high scorers,
are insufficient to explain lopsided gender patterns in participation in some STEM fields. An
unexpected finding was that state assessments
designed to meet NCLB requirements fail to
test complex problem-solving of the kind
needed for success in STEM careers, a lacuna
that should be fixed.
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these differences. Greater male variance is indicated by VR > 1.0. All VRs, by state and grade,
are >1.0 [range 1.11 to 1.21 (see top table on
p. 494)]. Thus, our analyses show greater male
variability, although the discrepancy in variances is not large. Analyses by ethnicity show a
similar pattern (table S2).
Does this greater variability translate into
gender differences at the upper tail of the distribution (13)? Data from the state assessments
provide information on the percentage of boys
and girls scoring above a selective cut point.
Results vary by ethnic group. The bottom table
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